We extended the ability of DEPOL [ 11 to calculate coupled spin resonances and used it to determine the location and strength of both intrinsic and coupled spin resonances in RHIC. In particular we are interested in the full resonance structure with solenoidal elements turned on and with quadrupole rolls [2] 
MODIFICATION OF DEPOL ALGORITHM
Following the development of the DEPOL[ llalgorithm which begins with the following general expression for resonance:
where C = -(1+ Gy)(pz" + iz') + ip(1 + G ) ( z / p ) ' , K is the resonance tune and 0 is the orbital bending angle. This integral can be broken up into contributions from separate magnets:
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Applying partial integration to this integral we can obtain an intermediate form:
where E are contributions due to edge focusing of the magnet. Applying partial integration again so that we obtain:
In the uncoupled case this integral is evaluated using the homogeneous equation z" = -k z z , substitution using this equation allows us to exactly evaluate Eq. 5. This is the primary algorithm used in DEPOL [I] . In the case of linear coupling however the homogeneous equation is no longer valid for all the elements. So we proceed by block diagonalizing the individual transfer matrices for the coupling element. Thus we hope to transform the z coordinate into a basis where a new homogeneous equation is true. The technology to accomplish this has been already developed by Edwards and Teng [3] . Thus given an element with off diagonal values in the 4x4 transfer matrix:
Here A,B,C and D represent 2 x 2 submatricies which can be used to develop a transformation which will block diagonalize Me (the subscripts e denote that only individual transfer matrices are being consider as opposed to the one turn transfer matrix): to obtain:
So to solve the Here we have substituted the homogeneous equation in for a and b and considered the normalized momentum pa M a'. Now using a integration technique similar to the original DEPOL[ I] paper:
we obtain a final closed expression:
Thus our final expression for the resonance contribution from each magnet element is:
Of course for those elements which are already block diagonal we can neglect the local rotation to a diagonal basis and employ the original form:
IMPLEMENTATION IN CODE
DEPOL derives its twiss parameters from MAD twiss output files and using them constructs the z1,zand zi,2 values necessary to evaluate the resonance amplitude. However when MAD evaluates the twiss values under conditions of linear coupling it employs V1 and V2 coordinates which correspond to the bloc diagonal basis for the one turn transfer matrix. To correctly evaluate the resonance strength we must transform back to the original basis to obtain x , p,, z,pZ. So in our code we read in values for the R matrix which is printed in the madout file, and use it to transform the V1, Vl', V2, V2' back to the x,p,, z,pz basis. From here we can then implement equation 15 for each element.
There is an additional complication in the implementation of this program which is an expression of the subtleties of equation 1. In the original DEPOL code implicit use was made of the properties of the enhancement function which for Gy values on resonance yield the exact contribution to the resonance amplitude from one turn around all the elements in the accelerator lattice. However since we are dealing with a Fourier expansion in non-integer K values the actual integral in equation1 must go from minus infinity to plus infinity. When evaluating resonances due to linear coupling an integral only once around the lattice will yield a superposition of enhancement functions due to both vertical and horizontal tunes. In this case we are forced to integrate equation 1 over many passes to obtain a good approximation for the resonance strength.
RESULTS FROM ANALYSIS OF THE AGS
We initially looked at the effect of increasing solenoidal strength values for the partial snake in the AGS. We plotted resonance strength as a function of coupling strength . Compared to previc, = ous approximations [4] we expect the slope to be approximately equivalent to the original intrinsic resonance at that energy. As you can see from Figure 1 this is exactly what we found as we moved from 0% to 5% snake. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM RHIC
In RHIC the coupling elements originate from three possible sources. Quadrupole rolls, solenoidal fields in the detectors and longitudinal fields in the snakes. Using preliminary values for the quadrupole rolls in the interaction region obtained from [2] we generated Fig. 3 . In Fig. 4 we evaluated the Coupling spin resonances for the peak values for the solenoidal fields in the PHENIX and STAR detector.
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